
Kantox to provide Straight-Through-Processing for international

companies

London, 11 March 2021 - Kantox, a leader in Currency Management Automation software

for businesses, has formed a global partnership with 360T, Deutsche Börse Group’s FX unit,

and multi-dealer platform (MDP). This collaboration provides new

Straight-Through-Processing integration for Kantox’s corporate clients.

Kantox’s Currency Management Automation solution allows end-to-end automation of the

FX workflow for corporate treasury customers. Starting from pre-trade, clients can

effectively collect and aggregate their complete exposure data in real-time. The platform

then drives a custom, rule-based hedging decision to automate the FX hedging program.

Through the strategic collaboration with 360T, Kantox clients can now benefit from an

integrated workflow solution using 360T’s MDP to automatically execute trades. Kantox

users will also have a powerful analytics tool available to them, including post-trade

information sourced from 360T’s platform.

Philippe Gelis, Co-founder and CEO of Kantox, says: “We’re delighted to be partnering with

360T, a leading company who has revolutionised and transformed the FX market. Together

through the connection and integration of our products, we will be able to provide the most

innovative end-to-end solution to clients looking to easily manage the full spectrum of their

business’s foreign exchange”.

360T’s Head of EMEA, Sebastian Hofmann-Werther, adds: “We are excited about this

partnership with Kantox. Corporates of all sizes can benefit from Kantox’s Currency

Management Automation solution, and our work together enables 360T to broaden our

client base with small and medium-sized corporates in this customer segment. We look

forward to a long and successful partnership.”

About Kantox

Kantox provides Currency Management Automation software that enables companies to

effectively manage their FX workflow and leverage currencies for growth. Kantox currently
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works with hundreds of clients across a broad spectrum of industries, including the food,

travel, chemical, e-commerce, manufacturing, oil and gas sectors.

The company is headquartered in London and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority

(reference number 580343). Kantox European Union, SL is based in Barcelona and

authorised by the Bank of Spain (reference number 6890). For more information, visit

www.kantox.com, @Kantox, LinkedIn.

About 360T

360T is one of the globally leading trading platforms for Foreign Exchange (FX). As Deutsche

Börse Group’s powerhouse for FX, 360T provides a web-based trading technology for

over-the-counter (OTC) instruments, integration solutions and related services. Since its

inception in 2000, the company has developed and maintained a state-of-the-art multi-bank

portal for foreign exchange, cash and money market products, including FX/interest rate

derivatives. With over 2,200 buy-side customers and more than 200 liquidity providers

across 75 different countries, 360T is uniquely positioned to connect the global FX industry.

Headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 360T maintains subsidiaries in New York

(360 Trading Networks Inc), Singapore (360T Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.), Mumbai (ThreeSixty

Trading Networks (India) Pvt Ltd), Kuala Lumpur (360 Trading Networks Sdn Bhd) and Dubai

(360 Trading Networks (DIFC) Limited). Further information: 360T.com
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